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Marvell Appoints Sukhi Nagesh Vice President Of Investor Relations
SANTA CLARA, Calif., May 9, 2011 /PRNewswire/ -- Marvell Technology Group Ltd. (NASDAQ: MRVL), a global
leader in integrated silicon solutions, today announced the appointment of Sukhi Nagesh as vice president of
Investor Relations of Marvell Semiconductor, Inc., reporting to Clyde Hosein, Marvell's Chief Financial Officer.
Nagesh brings 15 years of experience in the semiconductor and financial industries, most recently serving as
vice president and semiconductor research analyst at Deutsche Bank in San Francisco. In his new role, Nagesh
will be responsible for managing Marvell's relationships with the global investment community.
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"We are delighted to have Sukhi join Marvell and assume the IR responsibilities," said Clyde Hosein, Marvell's
Chief Financial Officer. "Sukhi brings to Marvell Wall Street experience which will be valuable as we shape the
investor messaging. He also brings a wealth of semiconductor and technology experience which will be
important in working with the investment community. He will quickly continue to provide the outstanding
support to investors that Marvell has been recognized for by the financial community."

Prior to Deutsche Bank, Nagesh held a variety of roles including associate equity analyst at SG Cowen and
Fulcrum Partners, product marketing manager at Applied Materials, and field sales/applications engineer at
Brooks Automation and Asyst Technologies. Nagesh holds an M.B.A. from New York University, an M.S. in
mechanical engineering from Colorado State University, and a B.S. in mechanical engineering from Bangalore
University.

About Marvell

Marvell is a global leader in the development of storage, communications and consumer silicon
solutions. Marvell's diverse product portfolio includes switching, transceiver, communications controller,
wireless, and storage solutions that power the entire communications infrastructure, including enterprise,
metro, home, and storage networking. As used in this release, the term "Marvell" refers to Marvell Technology
Group Ltd. and its subsidiaries. For more information please visit www.marvell.com.  

Marvell® and the Marvell logo are registered trademarks of Marvell and/or its affiliates .
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